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Quarterly Newsletter of the Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency
M A R C H

2014 EVENTS:
LEPC MEETING SCHEDULE
April 3, 2014
June 5, 2014
August 7, 2014
October 2, 2014
December 4, 2014
LEPC Meeting’s are open to
the public and are held a 1pm
at the Lancaster County Public
Safety Training Center.

QUARTERLY
TRAINING
Apr. 24, 2014
- 2nd Quarter
(Registration
required)
-Topic- Task Force
Overview
- Presenter;
Greg Noll
Aug. 14, 2014
- 3rd Quarter
- Topic- TBD
- Presenter- TBD
Nov. 13, 2014
- 4th Quarter
- Topic- TBD
- Presenter- TBD
Quarterly Training
sessions start at 7pm
and are held at the
Lancaster County
Public Safety Training
Center.
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Winter ‘13-’14 ; In a Word

”WOW”!
For most Lancaster County
residents, winter can’t be over
soon enough as the 2013-2014
winter season was memorable,
wicked and oppressive. Extreme
below-zero temperatures and
wind-chills introduced us to the
term Polar Vortex. Snow storm
after snow storm caused problems
throughout the county.
Trees, wires and utility poles
fell from significant icing, causing
structural damage, extraordinary
power-outages and closures of
businesses, schools and roadways.
At the height of the February
ice storm, more than 52,000 customers, or 16% of county PPL
customers, were without power.
PPL brought in hundreds of out of
state utility workers to help restore power. Five days later virtually all power was restored.
The extended power outages
caused many inconveniences and
hardships resulting in opening two
shelters near the hardest affected
areas. A church in East Hempfield
Township (EHT) and the Quarryville Fire Station were opened to
residents needing to keep warm.
The County Animal Response
Team ( CART) operated at the
EHT church.
The ice storm was soon fol-

lowed by a significant
snowstorm on February 13 that brought, in
some areas, more
than 16 inches of
snow. Numerous municipalities declared
snow emergencies and
schools closed for
days causing school
A motorist takes a chance driving under a felled
officials to adjust
tree on Route 324 in Conestoga Township. Photo
schedules for makeup by Scott Martin.
days and potentially
move the end of school year
opened. And the snow events
date.
strained, and in some cases exhausted, municipal salt supplies
The entire 2013-2014 winand budgets.
ter season was plagued by nuisance and significant snowfalls
that combined for an annual
above-normal snowfall. This
caused public works officials to
work tirelessly to keep roads

Thank you to all public service
staffs, including the local emergency management staffs, that
ensured the safety and return to
normalcy of our residents.

A common scene in many backyards were felled trees such as this one in
West Hempfield Township. Photo by Eric G. Bachman
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CHRIS STRAYER RECOGNIZED
On November 27, 2013, the Lancaster
County Board of Commissioners presented
Chris Strayer an appreciation award for his
years of service with the Haz Mat Team.
Strayer served as a Haz Mat Team officer for
eleven years and chose to step down as chief
at the end of 2013.
Strayer is credited with building the all volunteer team into what it is today. Haz Mat 2 is
one of only 3 remaining all volunteer teams
within the state.
He established the Duty Officer program
which has a member of the Team available 24
hours a day for minor calls and advice which
is well received in the County. Chris is the
proud father of 3 young children and we thank
him and his family for the many sacrifices
Commissioner Scott Martin (left) presents Chris
made over the years.
Strayer an award of appreciation. Photo courtesy of Andrea McCue.

EMS TASK FORCE RECOGNIZED

The County Commissioners pose with members of Lancaster County Emergency Medical Services Task Force 36
in recognition of their response and support to New Jersey victims of Hurricane Sandy. Photo courtesy of Andrea
McCue.

On November 27, 2013, the
Lancaster County Board of
Commissioners recognized
Emergency Medical Service
Task Force 36 (EMSTF36) for
LEMA
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their efforts in response to the
after-effects of Hurricane Sandy
that devastated portions of the
New Jersey Coast. EMSTF36 is
comprised of members of Sus-

quehanna Valley EMS, Northwest
EMS, Manheim Twp. EMS and
Lancaster Emergency Medical
Services Association. Thank

you to all who responded.
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LCPSTC Foundation To Host
The Annual LCFA Convention
Friday June 6, 2014
LCFA Awards Ceremony: TBA
Saturday June 7, 2014
LCFA Meeting at LCPSTC:TBA
Open Apparatus Display: 12-4pm
This year marks the 10th anniversary of the Lancaster
County Public Safety Training Center (LCPSTC). To
commemorate this occasion, the LCPSTC Foundation The Emergency Service Memorial of fallen responders at
is hosting the 94th annual Lancaster County Firemen’s the training center . Photo by Eric G. Bachman
Association Convention to be held on the evening of
Friday June 6, 2014 and Saturday June 7, 2014. This years convention is a recognition of all emergency service organizations. In lieu of a parade, on Saturday the training center grounds will become a static display of past and present emergency service vehicles. A goal of the days events is
to eliminate the “Best Appearing” competition and focus on fellowship and community interaction.
Activities for all ages are planned and food vendors will be on-site with a wide-array of culinary specialties for purchase.
This years event will not have t-shirts or beverage glasses, but rather a special ‘Challenge Coin’
and ‘Memorial Pin’ will be for sale in addition to a limited number of convention books. All are invited
to attend, however, because of space limitations, organizations wanting to display equipment will be
limited to one unit. Pre-registration of apparatus, which includes unit size measurements, is required
to allow for maximum display of the diverse equipment. Apparatus registrations were mailed out in
January. If you want to bring a unit and cannot locate the form, contact Dave Gribble at 717-56374194 or email him a dgribble@co.lancaster.pa.us .
Also, fire department profile information for the convention book is due by April 1, 2014. Information forms were mailed in January and as of the writing of this article, only 19 fire departments have
returned information. If you cannot locate your information form, contact Eric Bachman at 717-6641204 or email him at ebachman@lancema.us .

NOTE: Detailed information will be posted through various mediums pertaining to times and parking sites. Public parking WILL NOT be available on site.
Off-site parking areas will be designated with transportation services provided
continuously throughout the day. Please adhere to the parking conditions to
eliminate traffic hazards and backlogs.
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The Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS) has
large quantities of
medicine and medical
supplies to protect the
American public if
there is a public health
emergency.

The annual nuclear
exercise will focus on
Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station this
year.

The May 19 Railroad
exercise will focus on a
crude oil incident like
the one that occurred
last year in Quebec.

LEMA

TIME TO EXERCISE
Through the middle of
May 2014, numerous exercises will keep county and
local emergency management and responders busy
to reinforce skills, enhance
networks, build partnerships and refine polices and
procedures. Below are just
some of the exercises being
conducted;

March 21, 2014
Strategic National
Stockpile (SNS) Exercise; This federally required exercise will test
deployment processes for
SNS assets. The PA DOH
will initiate a state-wide
notification and exercise an
SNS request for a simulated
disease outbreak. County
and State EMA officials will
be involved.

April 8, 2014
Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station (PBAPS)
Hostile Action Based
(HAB Exercise): Every
two years each nuclear
power station must conduct a full-scale exercise.
Because of the proximity of
Peach Bottom and Three
Mile Island, we participate
in an annual exercise. A
new requirement of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is each nuclear power plant must
engage in an exercise scenario based upon what is
termed a Hostile Action
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Based (HAB) situation. Previous exercise scenarios were
centric to systems failures,
that in most cases, follow a
predictable line of severity.
The focus of the HAB scenario is adversaries who access the plant with intentions
of disabling safety systems.
Last year the Three Mile
Island exercise was HAB; and
was the first one of its kind
facilitated in the United
States.

April 24, 2014
MS-1 Exercise
MS stands for Medical Services and this federally required functional exercise
tests the plans, policies and
procedures of emergency
medical services for a nuclear
plant-related incident. The
exercise scenario allows prehospital personnel to show
their skills in handling and
treating a radiological contaminated victim. It also tests
hospital staff in protecting
the emergency room and its
staff for treatment of a radiological contaminated person.
LEMA staff will observe
the exercise and provide
support as needed.

May 14, 2014
Weather Exercise: The
statewide weather exercise is
conducted annually to test
state and local coordination
for severe weather events.
Schools, nursing homes, day-

cares and other state-licensed
facilities are required to participate. This year the PA National Guard will participate in
various capacities across the
state. State and County EMA
staff will be participating.

May 19, 2014
Railroad Response Functional Exercise: This exercise is open to all county responders and municipal officials, especially those with
freight rail dissecting their
community. The US-DOT
grant-funded exercise will be
based on a crude oil train incident in a Lancaster County
community and participants
will functionally work to counteract the incident situations
including the recovery phase.
See Page 5 for more information.

May 22, 2014
Flex Exercise—Table Top:
This exercise is specific to
nuclear power plants to examine the processes for procuring and delivery of critical
equipment. Currently there
are two equipment staging
areas in the United States. The
Table Top will test procurement procedures. Then on
July 7, 2014, a Functional
Flex Exercise will be conducted where actual deployment of ‘simulated’ equipment
will be transported across the
United States to specific
plants. LEMA Staff will be
involved.
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May 19, 2014
Registration and Supper- 5:00pm-6:00pm
Tabletop Exercise- 6:00pm-10:00pm
You are invited to attend a free tabletop exercise hosted by Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency. It will be held at the Lancaster County Public Safety Training Center, 101 Champ
Boulevard, Manheim, PA 17545. Please see attached flyer for more information.
This exercise is for Elected Officials, Emergency Management Coordinators, and First Response
Agency Leadership and Supervisory Staff that would be involved in a railroad incident response in
Lancaster County. Space is limited to 100 participants and priority will be given to areas with freight
lines going through. The exercise is approximately 4 hours and supper will be provided.
This training is presented in partnership with the TRANSCAER Program. TRANSCAER®
(Transportation Community Awareness and Emergency Response) is a voluntary national outreach
effort that focuses on assisting communities to prepare for and to respond to a possible hazardous
material transportation incident.
The scenario for this exercise will include train cars carrying crude oil through Lancaster County.
All events will be simulated through a discussion based presentation at Lancaster County Public
Safety Training Center. The exercise will not include any actual railroad equipment at the venue or
simulated scene.
Registration for this training is required at:
http://www.lancema.us/training-calendar-detail.php?Lancaster-County-TRANSCAER-RailroadExercise-17
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LCWC REPORT: 2013

Lancaster CountyWide Communications
(LCWC) recently released is annual statistical report on dispatches for 2013. The
center dispatched a
total of 400,896 incidents in 2013. This is
an increase of 124
incidents from 2012.
2013 was the fifth year
in a row of increased
dispatches. Of the to-

tal dispatches, 23,149
were fire calls, 75,975
were emergency medical calls and 301,772
were police events.
Total 9-1-1 calls
were 233,994 which
were down by 2.5%
from 2012.
The busiest month
for dispatches in 2013
was May with 35,407,
with a daily average of
1,142 calls. For the

year, the busiest day
was Friday and the busiest hour of the day was
between 1500 and 1600
hours.
For more information
on organization and
emergency unit activity
visit www.lcwc911.us .
The busiest year of
for LCWC was 2007
when they recorded
414,494 dispatches.

LEMA AWARDED DOT GRANT
In November 2013,
LEMA applied for a US
Department of Transportation Grant to support
planning and training activities during Federal fiscal year 2013-2014. In
late February 2014, LEMA
received notice it was
awarded a reimbursement
grant totaling $30,530.
The grant will support
the upcoming TransCaer
Railroad Exercise on May
19 (see page 5). But the
bulk of the funds will support hazardous materials
training opportunities for
Lancaster County public
safety personnel. Since
the beginning of the year
numerous specialized
training classes have
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been held at the training
center including propane
emergencies, air monitoring, container and vessel
identification, chlorine
emergencies, haz mat
safety officer and railroad
emergencies. All classes
are free to Lancaster
County responders.

Materials Incident Commander.

A purpose of this endeavor is to promote response proficiency of
county responders to
hazardous materials incidents while at the
same time alleviating
tuition costs to reAnother initiative, in its sponder organizations.
second year, is the proAll programs are comotion and sustainment
ordinated through the
of ‘Pro Board’ certificaPublic Safety Training
tions for responders to
Center. Please visit their
hazardous materials
website at
awareness and operawww.lcpstc.org for up-to
tions. Also this year the
-date program offerings.
grant will support more
Please take advantage
advanced ’Pro Board
of these opportunities
Certifications’ in Air Moni- which will help support
toring, Mass Decontami- future grant allocations.
nation and Hazardous
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Storm Spotter Guidelines
The National weather Service—State College recently published reporting guidelines for Storm Spotters. Listed below conditions to report.
NWS State College Unlisted Spotter Number—800-697-0010
-Use this number ONLY to report weather—NOT for forecasts or
questions.
For forecast and questions, call 814-231-2408

RAINFALL AND FLOODING
-Rainfall greater than 1 inch an hour
-Storm Total Rainfall of 2 inches or more
-Location and Time of Flooding
-When it started
-Cause of Flooding

Choose Option 1 for Weather Forecast Office

-Stream overbank

Choose Option 4 to speak to forecaster

-Blocked Drains
-Urban Flooding
Storm sewers overwhelmed

ALL REPORTS SHOULD INCLUDE:

-Damage—Houses Flooded, Basements, Road Closures, Etc

-Location and Time
-Description of Damage

CONTACT
To update your information, quit the program,
stop getting the Skywarn Newsletter, etc

-Injuries or Fatalities
TORNADOES / FUNNEL CLOUDS / WALL CLOUDS:

William.gartner@noaa.gov
Or

-Be wary of Tornado look-alikes—Watch for rotation!
-Time and Location: The location relative to your location
-Movement & Trend: Time of Touchdown / Lift-Up
SEVERE THUNDERSTORM WINDS

William Gartner / Skywarn Spotter Update
National weather Service State College
328 Innovation Blvd., Suite 330

-Estimated Wind Speeds
-58 mph is the NWS criteria for Severe (trees begin to
break and are blown down)
-Structural Damage
-Houses, Siding, Chimneys, etc,
-Remember most modern building codes requires homes
to withstand a 90 mph wind.
HAIL
-Duration and Quantity
-Size

Pea

= .25 inch

Penny

= .75 inch

Nickel

= .88 inch

Quarter

= 1” - Severe

Half Dollar

= 1.25 inch

Walnut

= 1.5 inch

Golf Ball

= 1.75 inch

Baseball

= 2.75 inch

Large Apple

= 3 inch

WEB SITES AND LINKS
NWS State College Home Page:
Weather.gov/statecollege
E-Spotter Signup:
espotter.weather.gov
Basic Spotter Guide
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/brochures/
SGJune6-11.pdf
Facebook:
US National Weather Service State College PA

Twitter:
@NWSStateCollege and use #CTPWX
Email:
ctp.stormreports@noaa.gov
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Tom Brill became the
new chief of the Haz Mat
Team on January 1,
2014. A long-time member of the team, Tom has
an extensive haz mat
background as he previously worked for and was
a site manager for a
commercial clean-up
contractor. He also has a
strong background in
workplace safety as he
heads the safety department for a large manufacturing company. In

Haz Mat 2-1 is the
primary response
unit to hazardous
materials incidents.

addition to Brill, haz mat
team line officers for 2014
include the following:
Deputy ChiefJason Wingenroth
Assistant Chief 1Ken Hudson
Assistant Chief 2Josh Newcomer
Captain 1- Mike Zercher
Captain 2 - Kevin Koller.

The administrative side
of the team is led by Presi-

dent Kurt Windlebleck. The
team employs Renee Slaymaker as a part-time administrator.
The team is always
looking to train with local
emergency services and
explain the haz mat teams
capabilities and services.
For more information, call
717-537-4197.
In 2013, the haz mat
team, including its duty
officer program, responded
to 67 calls.

CHEMICAL REPORTING UPDATE
By March 1, facilities
with reportable quantities
of hazardous materials
must file a Tier II Chemical Inventory Report. This
federal requirement was
enacted in 1986. It requires facilities who maintain aggregate inventories
of 10,000 pounds or more
of non-Extremely Hazardous Substances and
chemical-specific thresholds for Extremely Hazardous Substances (EHS)
to file inventory reports to
the state, county and local
fire department.

Chemical inventories
reflect total on-site, not
just what one container
holds. Photo by Eric
Bachman

Noting the container
type is a requirement of
chemical reports. Photo
by Eric Bachman

LEMA

State filing is done
electronically through the
PA Tier Two System
(PATTS). Prior to 2013,
county filing was via hard
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copy submissions. However, effective 01-012013, LEMA entered into
an agreement with
PATTS to access the
state database thus alleviating facilities from having to mail hard-copy reports to the county.
The benefits of this
was immediately apparent when LEMA found
numerous facilities had
filed with the state, but
not to the county. The
reporting access by
LEMA reduces mailing
costs for businesses and
further streamlines the
process. Facilities still
must file a copy with the
local fire department.
When a facility files

their report on-line,
LEMA carefully reviews
them to identify the
chemicals reported; determine if any EHS’s are
reported; and if the EHS
inventory meets planning thresholds. So far
for the current reporting
year, 289 facilities have
submitted their inventories with more than
1,100 chemicals reported.
After reviewing the
reports, LEMA has identified 14 new facilities
that meet the Off-Site
Planning requirements
(OSP). Each facility has
been contacted regarding providing information
for plan development.
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MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Several Federal G-Series training programs will be sponsored by the Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency and held in Lancaster County in the coming months. Registration information will be posted later, but its not too early to mark your calendars now for the following:

G250.7 Rapid Needs Assessment
May 16, 2014 (Friday)
0800—1700
This one-day workshop is designed to assist local communities in improving their disaster intelligence collection procedures. This intelligence is used to prioritize response activities, allocate
available resources, and specifically request resources from other sources to save and sustain
lives. (Note: Damage Assessment, the process of collecting, compiling, and analyzing information
is not covered in this course.).

G-146—Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program
September 24-26, 2014 (Wednesday through Friday)
0800-1700
The HSEEP Training Course is an interactive course that allows participants to share personal lessons learned and best practices while gaining practical experience. In addition to the instructor-led
course presentations, the course includes small group activities, videos, and group discussions.
The course also provides overviews of HSEEP-related initiatives such as technology (e.g., the
HSEEP Toolkit) and capabilities-based planning (e.g., Target Capabilities List [TCL]). This blended
approach will give participants hands-on experience that readily translates to real-world exercise
skills. Activities include creating exercise documentation, conducting exercise planning conferences and briefings, and practicing exercise evaluation.

G-235—Emergency Planning
October 23-24, 2014 (Thursday and Friday)
0800—1700
This training will illustrate the changes in emergency planning based upon recent disasters. While
promoting the integration of all Department of Homeland Security (DHS) mission areas into the
planning process, and providing a link between the Comprehensive Preparedness Guide (CPG)
101 and the actual planning requirements at the State, local, and tribal levels. This course will also
facilitate a coordinated emergency planning system through all levels of government, while improving the overall response for all emergencies, regardless of the hazard or its size or complexity. Ultimately reducing the time required to revise emergency plans.
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Shipping Paper: “ A
shipping order…...it usually includes the names
and addresses of both the
shipper and the receiver
as well as a list of the
shipped materials along
with their quantity and
weight.” (IAFC Haz Mat
Awareness and Operations by Rob Schnepp)
For Road and Highway
shipments the document
is called a Bill of Lading
or Freight Bill.
In Rail transit, this document is called a Way-bill.
Marine shipping papers
are called Dangerous
Cargo Manifest.
Air Transport shipping
papers are called Air
Bills.

LEMA

UPS announced it will
begin to transmit hazardous material information
electronically, by phone,
or fax starting June 1,
2014. This new method of
communicating "shipping
paper" information, authorized by the U.S. Department of Transportation's Pipeline and Hazardous Material Safety
Administration (PHMSA)
through Hazardous Materials Special Permit 15747
issued to UPS, only affects UPS small package tractor-trailer operations, the movement of
small package shipments between UPS facilities and deliveries by
tractor trailer. UPS
Freight and all other
UPS operations will continue to carry hard-copy
shipping papers for hazardous materials.
In January 2014, UPS
and PHMSA began coordinating outreach efforts
to educate and inform first
responders including fire
fighters, police, sheriffs,
highway patrol, emergency medical associations and organizations
affiliated with these
groups about the changes
in hazardous materials
communications document accessibility for UPS
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feeder trucks.
With the new procedure, when an inspector
or emergency responder
requires hazardous material shipping papers, drivers will provide a toll-free
number to call for access
to documents containing
a manifest of any hazardous materials contained
in the shipment. This new
process will streamline
the sharing of information
with inspectors and first
responders.
"We made it a priority
to cut red tape and improve efficiency and
moved expeditiously with
this special permit," said
PHMSA Administrator
Cynthia Quarterman.
"Sharing hazmat information electronically will improve transportation efficiency without sacrificing
public safety."
"UPS is proud to partner with PHMSA to modernize and improve
safety in the transportation industry through this
change," said Sam Elkind, UPS corporate
regulated goods manager. "This new procedure not only creates
new efficiencies, but will
also reduce overall pa-

perwork and streamline
the reporting process if
an accident or emergency situation occurs."

PHMSA: The Pipeline
and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
develops and enforces
regulations for the safe,
reliable, and environmentally sound operation of the nation's 2.6
million mile pipeline
transportation system
and the nearly 1 million
daily shipments of hazardous materials by
land, sea, and air.
Please visit http://
phmsa.dot.gov or https://
twitter.com/
PHMSA_DOT for more
information.
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FIRE POLICE TASK FORCE
In November 2013, the Lancaster County Police Rask Force went into service. The task force, not to replace local
jurisdiction fire police, can be deployed under the following circumstances; At the request of a command officer; Any
large scale detour need due to an incident or conditions (could be initiated by LCWC staff); LCWC Supervisor discretion;
and Pre-planned large crowd gatherings, i.e. fairs, parades, etc. For more information, contact any region or task force
commander listed below.
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HAZARD MITIGATION
PLAN ADOPTED
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Lancaster County Emergency Management Agency
P O Box 219 * Manheim PA 17545-0219
Business Phone: 800-808-5236 or 717-664-1200 * Fax 717-664-1235
Emergency Management Staff
Randall S. Gockley, Coordinator
rgockley@lancema.us—717-664-1200
Philip A Colvin, Deputy Director

The Lancaster County Emergency Management
Agency maintains emergency plans for facilities that
use or produce hazardous materials, dam failures, nuclear facilities, and for other types of disasters both
man-made or natural.

pcolvin@lancema.us—717-664-1203
Cheryl Black, Administrative Assistant
cblack@lancema.us—717-664-1207
Brenda B. Pittman, EMS / CISM Coordinator
bpittman@lancema.us—717-664-1209
Eric G. Bachman, Hazardous Materials Administrator
LEMA Ledger Editor
ebachman@lancema.us—717-664-1204
David Boucher, Operations and Training Coordinator
dboucher@lancema.us—717-664-1205

The office also coordinates and directs actions that
take place during large scale emergency situations. This
coordination is performed at the Emergency Operations
Center located within our facility. These activities are
done in close cooperation with the County Commissioners, County Administrator, local Emergency Management Agencies (municipalities within the county), and
emergency service organizations throughout the
county.

Lancaster County Board of Commissioners
Scott Martin, Chairman
Dennis P. Stuckey, Vice-Chairman
Craig Lehman

THINK SPRING!

The Susquehanna River was iced-over in this photo in February looking north from Marietta.
Photo by Steve Bailey, Marietta Borough Emergency Management Coordinator.

